
Manufacturing

Track High-Value  
Medical Stock, Error-Free 
With a Single Device 
Mobile device scanning eliminates 
the need for dedicated devices

Lost revenue and time due to error-prone consignment 
inventory management are serious issues for manufacturers of 
high-value medical devices. But there is an effective remedy. 

Scandit’s mobile barcode scanning software ensures error-free stock taking and clinical 
consumption reporting to protect your revenue and reduce the cost of inventory. 

Sales teams and hospital staff can capture individual or multiple UDI labels in a single 
scan, accurately recording the content of a medical shelf or a patient sheet. Unlike 
expensive and maintenance-heavy Bluetooth or RFID scanners, Scandit-powered 
mobile devices are a reliable, efficient and cost-effective way to know exactly where 
your medical products are and when they are used.

See Scandit  
technology in action

Point-of-Storage

Point-of-Use

Scan and stock take individual medical products efficiently.

Accurately record medical device consumption before surgery.

Scan and stock take multiple medical products in one go.

Digitalize patient sheets post-surgery to save time and  
replenish stock correctly.



Cost-Effective 
Smartphone-scanning is more 
accurate and advanced than a 
Bluetooth scanner and is a fraction 
of the cost of an RFID scanner.

Time Efficient 
Read an entire medical 
sheet or shelf with multiple 
products in a single scan.

Reliably Accurate
Scan and parse UDI labels 
with any barcode symbology, 
plus scan serialized non-
barcoded products.
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Why Mobile Scanning is a Smart Way to 
Manage Medical Device Inventories

With smartphone scanning you can:

Read GS1 or HIBC labels and capture data matrix or linear barcodes in seconds.

Automatically parse and decode label data to access key information such as GTIN,  
LOT and expiration dates.

Read information on non-barcoded items with Optical Character Recognition.

Reliably scan in any hospital or storage condition including low light, glare or when products  
are tightly packed.

Speed up inventory management with MatrixScan to capture all product codes and multiple 
products on a shelf at once.

Visualize critical information with an Augmented Reality (AR) overlay.

Reduce your total cost of ownership (TCO) and management time of Bluetooth scanners  
and RFID technology, while experiencing the same speed and convenience.

Easily integrate and deploy Scandit technology with any system.

We’d love the opportunity to discuss how Scandit could 
make your work easier and your customers happier.
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